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 The following is the basics to simple and beginning explosives and other stuff.
Everything in this has been personally tested by me so I can tell you how to get the stuff and 
where to get it.  CAUTION: don't be stupid when doing this stuff,it could hurt someone pretty 
badly if not done right.  But if done as I say it could be really cool and you might just start liking 
this stuff.  This is for educational purposes only(yeah right) so i am not responsable for what you 
people do with this information.
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1.   SMOKE BOMBS (made easy)
      
                     Stuff you need
                  Potassium nitrate
                  sugar
 First I'll tell you where to get the Potassium Nitrate. At Orange County Farm Supplies on West 
Chapman you can get a 50 pound bag of it for 16 bucks.  That's all you'll ever need forever just 
about.  I've made a whole lot of this stuff and I haven't even put a dent in my bag yet.
The guys there are cool they don't ask you any questions they just sell it to you.  Enough of that 
I'll tell you how to do it.  Just in case somebody does ask you what it's for just say that it is for 
fertilizer  First take equal amounts of both Sugar and Potassium Nitrate.  Put it in a metal bowl or 
pan that you don't care what happens to it because it will most likely get ruined.  Ok heat it up on 
a little camping stove or you could do it inside the stove in your house but I wouldn't if I were you. 
Heat it up ON A LOW FLAME OR IF AN ELECTRICAL STOVE PUT IT ON LOW OR MEDIUM.   
Stir it up while heating it, may take some time especially if your doing it over a candle which is 
safe but you can't do a lot at a time, be patient.  Stir it a lot  and sooner or later it will start to 
clump to gether it should be a brown color.  When it gets kind of liquidy pour it into a paper cup or 
something( if you let it cool a little bit you can mold it into the shape of a golf  tee, flat at the 
bottom and it tapers more and more at the top.
If in the paper cup stick a string or a match in it as a fuse. let till it cools and you have a smoke 
bomb.  If you molded it like I said you can just wait till it cools and then just hold a flame up to it.  
It will start to sizzle and then start to smoke a lot.  A pound of this stuff will fill a block with smoke.  
At first I would start off with just trying to make a little.

2.                             Pool Acid Bombs
                  
                                  STUFF YOU NEED
                     Pool acid ( I think it's called Miarlic Acid )
                          anybody with a pool should have it)



Foil
2 liter soda bottles ( the plastic ones)

Get the plastic container and fill it up about three inches at the bottom.  About to the top of the 
black part at the bottom of some.  Get about two or three sheets of foil and roll them together so 
they are all long and skinny.  Pop them in the bottle with the acid at the bottom and screw the top 
back on it. It shouldn't blow up for about at least 15 seconds a lot of times it's more than that, 
more like 30 seconds.  This will create one hell of a boom.  I'd get back at least about 35 feet.  It's
pretty cool and a no brain kid like me could do it.

3.                                          standard pipe bomb

                                    Stuff You Need
                                      model rocket engines or black powder
                                      fuse or rocket igniters( hobby stores)
                                      pvc pipe (preferably threaded at the ends)

Go to a hardware store and get a piece plastic pipe about three to five inches long about half inch
in diameter and get the gray kind that is threaded at the ends on the outside.  Get the white screw
on caps that fit it.  for a pipe and two caps is like $1.00 it's not expensive.   Get some model 
rocket engines at a hobby store and unwrap the paper till you get to the black hard thing.  
Remove the clay at both ends ( the white grainy stuff) Smash up the black thing pretty good till it's
in little chunks.  Then drill a hole in the middle of the gray pipe big enough to put a fuse in.  Stuff 
some tissue at one end of the pipe that is already capped.  Fill the rest with the black stuff you 
smashed up into little chunks.  But leave some room so you can stuff tissue in the other end.

                                                    I
                                           /--------l---------\
                                         { !!!!!    pow  !!!!!!}
                                           \------------------/
!!!!!= tissue
  /
{   = cap
 \      
1= fuse   

Safer way of igniting it(which is what I do) takes some more time and will take some 
saudering some wires but the advantage is that it is a lot more safer and a hell of a lot more 
affective when lighting pipe bombs.  some times you get dud fuses or the ones you make don't 
turn out any good but this one will work every time.   

                                            STUFF YOU NEED

                                              a nine volt battery
                                              the rc car batterys work good too.
                                              sauder and sauder gun
                                              at least 20 feet of double wire
                                              ( the kind that is like two side by side)
                                              toggle switch (optional)

get the igniters that come in the pack of rocket engines, you can buy them separately too.
Stick that in where the fuse goes and then get some wire (long wire) 20 feet about or longer. and 
hook up to a 9 volt battery. Sauder both two ends of the wires to the battery the attatch the other 



two ends two the rocket igniter. Connect both ends of the igniter to both ends of the 9 volt.  it will 
blow up as soon as you complete the circuit that is why I hooked up a toggle switch to mine.  
CAUTION= there may be some plastic flying so get behind something or put somthing over it. I 
put a barbecue lid over mine it weighed about 4 pounds and it lifted about 6 feet in the air and 
plastic still went every where.  First time do a small on don't use a lot of powder.  Only smash up 
a bout a 1/3 of  a C engine and try that.
             _____________________________________________switch_____
            |                _______________________________________            |
                                                                                                 |           |
           |_            _|                                                                      \          /      
          -1 1---------1 1-|                                                                     \       /   <igniter
          |                   |                                                                      \     /
          |                   |                                                                       ****
          |    9 volt       |                                                                        ***
          |                   |
          ---------------------

5                                                         Fuses
                                          
                                               Stuff you need
                                 
                                rocket engine powder or black gun powder
                                                  string

One thing that really made me mad was how all these files that I read told me to get a 
fuse.  Like I have a few good fuses just laying around.  this is what you do to make your own.  It 
can all be done with that trusty rocket engine that you might have used before.  smash up the 
hard black thing in the middle into a fine powder. you don't need a lot.  add a few drops of water 
to it until it forms a thick paste.  get a string and slap that nasty looking paste on it.  let it dry and 
you have a fast burning fuse.  NOTE= this stuff burns fast so I would experiment with it a little bit 
so you have the burn time that you want.   

                                                   Putt'z Pondering Life

After reading this entire file i'm sure you can listen to Puttz's philosophy.  My personal 
opinion is that Anarchy is stupid but that doesn't mean that people like you and me can't enjoy 
blowin up stuff.  One more thing, if any adult tells you that making this stuff is bad tell them it's 
better than getting high and getten drunk.  drugs have gotta be the stupidest thing next to school 
in general.  I feel that knowing how to make a basic bomb is general knowledge that you may use
someday to save your life( hey you never know) ,x+ y= 10y and crap like that has got to be the 
stupist most pointless thing in the world.  I garuntee you, you'll never use that as long as you live. 
people will respect you if they know that yopu could blow there house to pieces if you wanted to.  
Finnally try not to blow off your arm or anything like that, I would really feel bad if anyone tweaked
themselves because of this file.
  


